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In 1987, Blum and Impagliazzo, using techniques of Hartmanis and
Hemachandra and Rackoff, showed that if P=NP then P(G)=
NP(G) & coNP(G)=UP(G), where G is a generic oracle. They leave
open the question as to whether these collapses occur at higher levels
of the polynomial-time hierarchy, i.e., 2 pk (G)=7
p
k (G) & 6
p
k (G)=
U2 pk (G) for k2. Here we give a negative answer to these questions.
In fact, we demonstrate that, relative to any generic oracle G and for
every k2, there exists a tally set in U2 pk (G) & 6
p
k (G) but not in
2 pk (G) by showing an exponential lower bound of a certain type of
families of constant-depth circuits. An immediate corollary is that
generic oracles separate 7 pk & 6
p
k and 2
p
k . We also show that related
results hold for type-2 complexity. ] 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
In 1975, Baker, Gill, and Solovay [1] created an oracle
A relative to which P(A){NP(A). The proof used a then-
new technique of diagonalization by finite extension. First
Baker, Gill, and Solovay create a language L(A) that
depends on A designed such that L(A) # NP(A) for all
oracles A. They define requirements Ri that state that the i th
polynomial-time Turing machine does not accept L(A).
They then create the oracle A to fulfill Ri for all i, and thus
P(A){NP(A).
The construction of A proceeds by having only a finite
number of strings of A defined at any given stage. Each
requirement is fulfilled by only defining finitely many more
strings.
Many other oracle constructions proceeded in this way,
including, for example, Yao's [19] oracle that separates
the polynomial-time hierarchy. One can then look at what
happens when we try to combine all of these constructions.
Generic oracles as defined in recursion theory (see [15])
do exactly this. Generics take all possible definable finite
extensions. Thus, relative to any generic G, the polynomial-
time hierarchy is infinite.
Blum and Impagliazzo [3] showed that generics can also
collapse some classes. They showed how to use techniques
from Rackoff [12] and Hartmanis and Hemachandra [8]
to show that if P=NP in the unrelativized universe, then
P=UP=NP & coNP relative to generic oracles. Although
the P=NP assumption seems unlikely, all the techniques
used by Blum and Impagliazzo relativize so one can build
their generic on top of an oracle that makes P=NP [1]. See
Fenner, Fortnow, Kurt, and Li [6] for other applications of
generic oracles.
Blum and Impagliazzo leave open the question as to
whether collapses hold higher up in the polynomial-
time hierarchy: is it possible for generic oracles G that
7 pk(G) & 6
p
k(G)=2
p
k(G) or U2
p
k(G)=2
p
k(G) for k2,
where 2 pk =P(7
p
k&1) and U2
p
k=UP(7
p
k&1)? We give a
negative answer to this question: for any generic oracle G
and any k2, U2 pk(G) & 6
p
k(G){2
p
k(G).
For the proof, we create a series of tally languages Lk(A)
based on permutations such that Lk(A) # U2 pk(A) & 6
p
k(A)
for all oracles A. For k=2, we can show that, for generic G,
L2(G)  2 p2(G) by using properties of relativized 2
p
2 due to
Wilson [16]. For k> 2, we build on the k=2 case by using
some circuit complexity techniques of Ha# stad [9], Ko
[10], and Sheu and Long [13].
Our results also have implications for type-two com-
plexity. In type-two complexity, a Turing machine has an
oracle for input as well as a string. See Yamakami [17,
18] for a background in type-two complexity. Cook,
Impagliazzo, and Yamakami [5] showed a close connec-
tion between generic oracle separations and type-two
complexity class separations. Thus our result also shows
that U20, pk & 6
0, p
k {2
0, p
k for all k2.
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2. DEFINITIONS
In this paper, we will give the definitions necessary
to describe our main result. For an overview of standard
complexity class [2], for generic oracles [3, 6], and for
circuits [4]. We need circuit complexity in order to show
our result for k>2.
2.1. Complexity Classes
For this paper, fix 7=[0, 1] and let 7* be the set of all
finite strings over 7. By 7n (resp. 7<n), we denote the set of
strings of length n (resp. <n). By 7*7* we mean the set of
all functions from 7* to 7*.
Denote by P and NP the collections of all sets which are
deterministically and nondeterministically computable in
polynomial time, respectively. Let coNP be the class of all
complements of sets in NP. Write UP for the class of sets
computable by NP machines which have at most one accep-
ting configuration on each input.
For a complexity class C, we will often use the nota-
tion C(A) to represent the usual relativization of C to the
oracle A.
We define the polynomial-time hierarchy recursively: Let
2 p0 =U2
p
0 =7
p
0 =6
p
0 =P. Let 7
p
k+1=NP(7
p
k), 6
p
k+1=
coNP(7 pk ), U2
p
k+1=UP(7
p
k ), and 2
p
k+1=P(7
p
k ).
Let SATA be the standard relativized version of
satisfiability (see [7]). For every oracle A, SATA is NP(A)-
complete.
A type-2 relation R on 7*_(7*7*) is polynomially
bounded if, for some polynomial p, R(x, :)=R(x, :p( |x| ))) for
all string x and all function :, where :t( y) is the first t
symbols of :( y). We say that a class C of type-2 relations is
polynomially bounded if all relations of C are polynomially
bounded. Denote by U20, pk , 2
0, p
k , and 6
0, p
k the polyno-
mially bounded type-2 counterparts of U2 pk , 2
p
k , and 6
p
k ,
respectively [17, 18].
2.2 Generic Oracles
A condition _ is a function mapping 7* to [0, 1] with
finite domain and is often identified with a finite string in a
natural fashion. A condition { extends a condition _ if the
domain of _ is contained in the domain of { and _(x)={(x)
for every x in the domain of _. A set A extends a condition
_ if A(x)=_(x) for all x in the domain of _. A condition _
is also referred to as an finite oracle, and thus M _ for an
oracle Turing machine M denotes the machine that behaves
as a regular oracle Turing machine with oracle [x|_(x)=1]
as long as a query is made in the domain of _; otherwise, the
output of the machine is undefined.
A set of conditions S is dense if, for every condition _,
there is a condition { # S such that { extends _. A set
A7* meets a set of conditions S if there is a condition
_ # S such that A extends _. A set S is arithmetical if
it is exactly definable in first-order arithmetic; i.e., there
is a computable relation R on strings such that S=
[x | Q1y1 Q2y2 } } } Qkyk R(x, y1 , ..., yk)], where each Qi is a
quantifier \ or _ (see, e.g., [11]). A set G is (Cohen) generic
if G meets every dense arithmetical set of conditions.
2.3. Circuits
A circuit is a rooted tree, where each nonleaf node is
associated with a gate and each leaf is associated with a
constant 0, a constant 1, a variable x, or a negated variable
x . This paper uses four types of gates: AND, OR, XOR, and
AsymOR, where XOR denotes the exclusive OR, and
AsymOR(x, y) means x 6 y . For simplicity, we assume that
each variable is represented by a string in 7*.
The fanin of a gate is the number of inputs to it. The
bottom fanin of a circuit is the maximum fanin of its bottom
gate. The level of a gate G is the length of the path in a circuit
from the top gate (i.e., the root) to G. The depth of a circuit
is the length of the longest path from the top gate to the
bottom gates. Dual circuits are recursively defined only for
circuits that have no XORs or AsymORs as follows: the
dual of a single constant or a variable is its negation, and the
dual of a circuit C that is an OR (resp. AND) of subcircuits
Ci , 1im, is the AND (resp. OR) of the duals of Ci 's.
A restriction of a circuit is a mapping from variables to
[0, 1, V ]. For a circuit C and a restriction \, CW\ denotes
the circuit obtained from C by replacing each variable x
with \(x)=0 by 0 and each y with \( y)=1 by 1, and by
leaving the other variables unchanged. For a set A, \A
denotes the restriction such that, for all variable z # 7*,
\A(vz)=1 if z # A, and \A(vz)=0 if z  A.
Definition 2.1. Let k 1. A 7k(n)-circuit is a depth-
(k+1) circuit such that
(1) it has alternating OR and AND gates with a top OR
gate,
(2) the number of gates at each level 1 to level k is 2n,
and
(3) fanins of level k+1 are n.
A 6k(n)-circuit is a dual circuit of 7k(n)-circuit.
Ko [10] introduced a Cnk circuit to prove the separation
of a relativized polynomial-time hierarchy.
Definition 2.2. For each n 1 and k 1, a Cnk circuit
is a depth-k circuit such that
(l) Cnk has alternating OR and AND gates, with a top
OR gate,
(2) all the fanins of C nk are exactly n, except the bottom
fanins which are exactly - n, and
(3) each leaf of C nk is a unique positive variable.
Let f nk be a function computed by C
n
k .
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For convenience sake, let C n0 be a positive variable. Note
that any 7k(n)-circuit contains a subcircuit computing a
function f 2nk .
Sheu and Long [13] introduced the 2k(m)-circuits which
relates to 2 pk(A) sets.
Definition 2.3. For k2, C is a 2k(m)-circuit if
(1) C has k+2 levels, and its stop gate is an OR with
fanin 2m,
(2) the gates at the second level are AND gates with
fanins m,
(3) each AND gate Gj at the second level has a distinct
label of m bits, b1 } } } bm , and if bi=1 then the i th subcircuit
from the left of Gj is a 7k&1(m)-circuit, and if bi=0 then the
i-th subcircuit from the left of Gj is a 6k&1(m)-circuit,
(4) for any two AND gates Gj and Gn labeled lj and ln ,
at the second level, if the first r bits, r<m, of labels lj and ln
are the same, then the first r subcircuits from the left of Gj
and Gn are the same, and
(5) for any two AND gates Gj and Gn , labeled lj and ln ,
at the second level, if the first bit from the left of lj and ln ,
where lj and ln differ, is br , rm then the r th subcircuits
from the left of Gj and Gn are dual circuits.
Lemma 2.4 [13]. Let k>1. For every 2 pk(A) machine
MA, there is a polynomial q such that, for every input string
x, there is a corresponding 2k(q( |x| ))-circuit CM, x , such that
MA accepts x  CM, x W\A#1.
Let V be a set of variables, and let B=[Bj]rj=1 be a parti-
tion of V. Let q be a real number between 0 and 1. Let R+q, B
be a probability space of restrictions which take values as
follows: for each Bj , let sj= V with probability q and sj=0
with probability 1&q; and then independently, for each
variable x # Bj , let \(x)=sj with probability q and \(x)=1
with probability 1&q. Similarly, a R&q, B defined by inter-
changing the roles of 0 and 1.
Define a restriction g(\) for a \ # R+q, B as follows: for all
Bj with sj= V , let Vj be the set of all variables in Bj which
are given the value V by \; g(\) selects one variable y which
has the highest index in Vj and gives value V to y and value
1 to all others in Vj . Similarly g(\) for a \ # R&q, B is defined
by interchanging the roles of 0 and 1. Let \g(\) denote
the composition of \ and g(\). We will make use of the
following switching lemma due to Ha# stad.
Lemma 2.5 [9]. Let s, t be integers and let q be a real
number between 0 and 1. Let G be an AND of ORs with
bottom fanin t, F be an arbitrary function, and B=[Bj]j
be a partition of variables in G and F. Then, for a random
restriction \ from R+q, B , the probability that G W\g(\) is not
equivalent to a circuit of OR of ANDs with bottom fanin s
under the condition that F W\#1 is bounded by :s where
:<6qt.
In the lemma, we can replace R+q, B by R
&
q, B and an AND
of OR by an OR of ANDs.
3. MAIN THEOREM
Since Blum and Impagliazzo [3] proved a collapse result
relative to a generic oracle at the first level of the polyno-
mial-time hierarchy under the assumption P=NP, it is long
left open whether similar collapses hold at any level of the
hierarchy. In this paper, we show the following.
Theorem 3.1. For k2, U2 pk(G) & 6
p
k(G){2
p
k(G)
with a generic oracle G.
Since U2 pk(G)7
p
k(G), this theorem has the following
immediate corollary.
Corollary 3.2. For k2, 7 pk(G) & 6
p
k(G){2
p
k(G)
with a generic oracle G.
Complexity classes relative to a generic oracle have
strong relationships to their associated resource-bounded
type-2 complexity classes. Due to the recent result by Cook,
Impagliazzo, and Yamakami [5], separations between
complexity classes in the polynomial-time hierarchy can be
translated into separations between the associated type-2
complexity classes of polynomially-bounded relations.
Hence, we immediately get the following corollary about
type-2 complexity.
Corollary 3.3. U20, pk & 6
0, p
k {2
0, p
k for all k2.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Given an oracle A, define a
length-preserving function f A that reads its output directly
from the oracle by
f A(x)=A(x0|x| ) A(x0|x|&11) A(x0|x|&212) } } } A(x01|x|&1).
Let f An : 7
n  7n be f A restricted to inputs of length n and let
PERMA=[1n | f A2n is a permutation].
It is not difficult to see that PERMA is in coNPA for all A.
Let S2n be the set of strings of the form 1n(0+1)n+
(0+1)n&1 0n+1. Note that |S2n |= 32 } 2
n. We then define a
test set L(A) as
L(A)=[1n # PERMA | _y # 7n\z # 7n[ f A2n( yz) # S2n]].
In Section 4, we will prove the following lemma.
Lemma 3.4. For any oracle A,
1. L(A) # U2 p2(A), and
2. L(A) # 6 p2(A).
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Now we define Lk(A)=L(Ek&2(A)) for each k2, where
E0(A)=A and
Ek(A)=[x | (_y1 # 7 |x| )(\y2 # 7 |x| )
} } } (Qk yk # 7 |x| )[xy1 y2 } } } yk # A]] ,
where Qk denotes _ if k is odd, and \ otherwise. Since
Ek(A) # 7 pk(A) for every k 0, we immediately get the
following corollary.
Corollary 3.5. For any oracle A and any k2,
Lk(A) # U2 pk(A) & 6
p
k(A).
In Section 5, we will prove the following.
Lemma 3.6. For k2 and G generic, Lk(G) # 2 pk(G).
Theorem 3.1 follows from Corollary 3.5 and Lemma 3.6. K
4. CONTAINMENTS
In this section, we will prove the containments of
Lemma 3.4.
Proof of Lemma 3.4(1). Note that if f A2n is a permuta-
tion, then there can only be at most one y such that, for all
z, f A2n( yz) # S2n since otherwise there will be too many
strings mapping into S2n . So, we can create a UP(A)
machine that first makes one NP(A) query to verify that
f A2n is a permutation and then guesses a y and makes one
additional NP(A) query to verify that, for all z,
f A2n( yz) # S2n . K
For Lemma 3.4(2), we will use the probabilistic method
to show that L(A) # 6 p2(A) for all oracles A. Ga cs [14] first
used the probabilistic method in this manner when he
showed that BPP7 p2 & 6
p
2 .
Proof of Lemma 3.4(2). As in the previous proof, a
6 p2(A) machine can first verify that f
A
2n is indeed a permuta-
tion. Given that f A2n is a permutation, we can define the
6 p2(A) expressions to decide whether 1
n # L(A),
\z1 , ..., z5n _y[ f A2n( yz1) # S2n 7 } } } 7 f
A
2n( yz5n) # S2n],
where the quantification is taken over strings of length n.
Clearly if 1n # L(A), then this expression will be true.
Suppose that 1n  L(A) and f A2n is a permutation. Define
Ty=[z| f A2n( yz) # S2n , | y|=|z|=n].
Let y* maximize |Ty* |. Note that, for every y{y*, |Ty |
3
4 } 2
n.
Let Ay be the event that ( f A2n( yz1) # S2n)7 } } } 7
( f A2n( yz5n) # S2n) given that z1 , ..., z5n are chosen uniformly
and independently at random from 7n. We will show that
7y # 7nPr(Ay)<1, and thus the claim follows.
Let z* be such that f A2n( y*z*)  S2n . We then have
Pr(Ay*)Pr(z1{z*)=1&2&n.
For y{ y*, we have that
Pr(Ay)=Pr(z1 # Ty)5n( 34)
5n<2&2n.
Thus,
:
y
Pr(Ay)=Pr(Ay*)+ :
y{y*
Pr(Ay)<1&2&n+2n } 2&n=1. K
5. SEPARATIONS
In Section 5.2, we will prove Lemma 3.6 in its full
generality. However, this proof requires some deep
theorems from circuit complexity. To aid in understanding,
we will first present in Section 5.1 a much simpler proof for
the separation at the second level.
5.1. Separation at the Second Level
The idea of our proof is that a 2 p2(A) machine can be
determined by some setting of a polynomial number of
strings in oracle A, but L(A) cannot. Wilson [16]
developed this technique when he created an oracle relative
to which 2 p2 has linear-size circuits.
Proof of Lemma 3.6 for k=2. Let M1 , M2 , ... be an
effective enumeration of deterministic oracle Turing
machines, where Mi runs in time ni+i. We will show that
there exists a set A such that L(A){L(Mi (SATA)) for all i.
For defining A, we first recursively construct conditions
_0 , _1 , ... as follows: Initially, let _0 be empty, and, for
i>0, let _i be a condition extending _i&1 such that
L(A){L(Mi (SATA)) for all set A extending _i . Then, take
a set A which extends all _i 's.
Let _: 7*  [0, 1] be a condition. Fix i. We need to show
that there is a { extending _ such that, for all A extending
{, L(A){L(Mi (SATA)).
Pick n large enough. Initially, let {=_. Simulate M {i
on 1n. During the simulation of Mi , it may ask the oracle
question ``Is ,A # SAT?.'' We then do the following:
1. There does not exist an A that extends {, where f A2n is
a permutation, and makes ,Asatisfiable: answer no.
2. There is an A that extends {, where f A2n is a permuta-
tion, and makes ,A satisfiable: pick the smallest extension {$
of { consistent with the fact that f A2n is a permutation and
that forces ,A satisfiable. Let {={$ and answer yes.
Note that, after the simulation, { forces Mi to either accept
or reject, and |{|&|_| is bounded by a polynomial in n.
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We can assume, without loss of generality, that if { forces
one bit of f A2n(w), then it forces every bit of f
A
2n(w). Let A be
the set of all strings w of length 2n such that { forces f A2n(w).
Let B=f A(72n) as forced by {. Note that |A|=|B| which is
bounded by a polynomial in n, and thus
1. |72n&B&S2n |>2n;
2. |S2n&B|>2n;
3. for every y # 7n, there is a string z # 7n such that
yz  A; and
4. there exists a y # 7n such that yz  A for all z # 7n.
If { forces Mi to accept, then, for each y, pick a zy # 7n
and a wy # 72n&S2n&B such that yzy  A and wy{wy$ for
y{y$. Extend { to force f A2n to be a permutation such that
f A2n( yzy)=wy for every y.
If { forces Mi to reject, then pick a y # 7n such that yz  A
for all z # 7n. For every z, pick a wz in S2n&B such that
wz {wz$ for z{z$. Extend { to force f A2n to be a permutation
such that f A2n( yz)=wz for every z. K
5.2. Exponential Lower Bound of Circuits
This section proves Lemma 3.6 by showing an exponen-
tial lower bound of a certain type of circuits. The proof uses
ideas from [9, 10, 13]. We first introduce several types of
circuits to describe a set Lk(A).
Definition 5.1. Let k2. An S nk circuit is a depth-
(k+2) circuit such that
(1) S nk has alternating OR and AND gates at each level
1 to level 2, with a top OR gate,
(2) all the fanins of S nk at each level 1 to level 2 are
exactly n,
(3) S nk has AsymOR gates at level 3, with fanin 2,
(4) the left gate of an AsymOR is an AND with fanin
wlog nx, and the right gate of an AsymOR is an OR with
fanin wlog nx+1,
(5) each subcircuit from a gate at level 4 is a C nk&2
circuit and every leftmost subcircuit from an OR gate at
level 4 is called redundant,
(6) for each AsymOR gate H at level 3, same are the
rightmost C nk&2 subcircuit from an AND gate which is the
left of H and the redundant C nk&2 subcircuit from an OR
gate which is the right of H, and
(7) every C nk&2 circuit at level 4 which is not redundant
has unique variables.
An S 2nk circuit relates to the condition that there exists a
string y # 7n such that, for all z # 7n, f Ek&2(A)2n ( yz) # S2n .
Definition 5.2. Let k2 and fix an S nk circuit C. Let
c ji , 1iwlog nx, be the i th subcircuit from the AND gate
that is the left of the jth AsymOR gate of C, and let
c ji+wlog nx , 1iwlog nx, be the (i+1)th subcircuit of the
OR gate that is the right of the j th AsymOR gate of C,
where 1jwlog nx2.
A Pnk circuit (with respect to C) is a circuit such that
(1) Pnk has a top AND gate with fanin
1
2wlog nx
2 (wlog
nx2&1,
(2) Pnk has OR gates at level 2 with fanin 2 } wlog nx,
and every OR gate at level 2 is labeled with ( j, j $) where
1 j< j $wlog nx2,
(3) Pnk has XOR gates at level 3 with fanin 2, and
(4) the i th XOR gate of the OR gate with label ( j, j $)
at level 2 has child nodes c ji and c
j $
i .
A P2nk circuit relates to a set PERM
Ek&2(A). Finally we
define a family of U nk circuits which are pertinent to Lk(A).
Definition 5.3. A U nk circuit is an AND of an S
n
k circuit
and an associated Pnk circuit. Let u
n
k be a function computed
by a U nk circuit.
The definitions clearly show the following lemma.
Lemma 5.4. For every k>1 and every set A, there exists
a family [U 2nk ] of circuits which computes Lk(A).
Note that, for any restriction \, if U 2n2 W\ is completely
determined, then the number of variables of U 2n2 which have
the value 0 or 1 by \ is at least n } 2n since either the left or
right gates of all AsymOR gates at level 3 that are inputs of
some AND gate at level 2 of the associated S 2nk circuit
should be completely determined.
In what follows, we will prove that no 2k(r)-circuit com-
putes a u2nk function, where r satisfies r<
1
48 } 2
n3. To show
this, here we need the following two claims:
(1) For every 2k(n)-circuit C, with a high probability,
C W\g(\) is equivalent to a 2k&1(n)-circuit.
(2) With a high probability, U nk W\g(\) contains a sub-
circuit computing unk&1.
We first prove claim (1). This proof is similar to [13].
Lemma 5.5. For each k 3, let C be a 2k(n)-circuit, and
let B=[Bj] be a partition of the variables in C. Let q be a
real number between 0 and 1, and let \ be a random restriction
from R+q, B if k is even or from R
&
q, B if k is odd. The prob-
ability that C W\g(\) computes a 2k&1(n)-circuit is  23 if
3n(24qn)n<1.
Proof. Let k 3, and C be a 2k(n)-circuit. Let C$ be an
arbitrary subcircuit of the two higher levels of C. Assume C$
is an AND of ORs. By Lemma 2.5, the probability that
C$ W\g(\) cannot be written as an OR of ANDs with bottom
fanin n is :n. Since there are 2n such subcircuits, the
probability that at least one C$ W\g(\) cannot be wrtten as an
OR of AND with bottom fanin n is (2:)n. Similarly, if
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C$ is an OR of ANDs, then the probability that at least one
C$ W\g(\) cannot be written as an AND of ORs is (2:)n.
Hence, the probability that one 7k&2(n) or 6k&2(n)-
circuit cannot be converted to a 7k&3(n) or 6k&3 (n)-
circuit is (2:)n. Note that there are n } 2n 7k&2(n) or
6k&2 (n)-circuits. Therefore, the probability that C W\g(\)
is equivalent to a 2k&1(n)-circuit is >1&n2n(2:)n=
1&n(4:)n. This probability is  23 if 3n(4:)
n1. Clearly
:<6qn and 3n(24qn)n1 conclude that 3n(4:)n1. K
We next prove claim (2) in a similar fashion to [10].
Lemma 5.6. For each k>3, there exists an integer nk
such that the following hold for all n>nk . Let C be a U nk
circuit (i.e., an AND of an S nk circuit and an P
n
k circuit). Let
q=n&13 and B=[Bj], where Bj is the set of variables in a
bottom gate of an S nk subcircuit of C. Let \ be a random
restriction from R+q, B if k is even or from R
&
q, B if k is odd. The
probability that C W\g(\) contains a subeircuit computing a
unk&1 function 
2
3.
Proof. Let k3 and assume k is even. Note that the
case for odd k is symmetric. Let C be a U nk circuit and \ be
a random restriction from R+q, B . Note that all bottom gates
of C are AND gates, and each of such AND gates has - n
variables. As in [10], it suffices to show the following two
claims.
(1) The probability that all bottom AND gates Hj W\g(\)
(corresponding to block Bj by \) of C W\g(\) take the value
sj is > 56. This is seen as follows. The probability that each
Hj W\g(\) does not take sj is
(1&q)- n=((1&q)1q)q- ne&q- n=e&n16 16
if n272 since (1&x)1x1e for all x>0.
(2) The probability that all OR gates G at level (k+2)
of C W\g(\) have at least - n child nodes Hj W\g(\) of AND
gates having value sj= V is > 56. To show this, consider
the probability, say pi , that G W\g(\) has exactly i AND
gates Hj W\g(\) which have values sj= V . Since pi=
( ni ) q
i (1&q)n&i, we have pi=pi&1 } q(n&i+1)i(1&q)
2pi&1 if 2 - ni and n163. Hence, for any i2 - n,
pip2 - n } 2i&2 - n2i&2 - n&1 since p2 - n 12. So,
:
- n
i=0
pi :
- n
i=0
2 i&2 - n&12&- n 16
if n9. K
Lemma 5.7. For each k2, there exists an nk>0 such
that, for all n>nk , no 2k(r)-circuit computes a u2
n
k function
if r< 148 } 2
n3.
Proof. Assume r< 148 } 2
n3. We first prove the base case
k=2. This is based on ideas of the proof in Section 5.1.
Let C be a 22(r)-circuit and assume that C computes a u2
n
2
function which is computed by an AND of an P2n2 circuit Cp
and an S 2n2 circuit Cs . Note that, by the definition of 22(r)-
circuit, there are at most r distinct 71(r)-circuits and their
duals each of which is attached to some AND gate at level
2 of C. To determine C W\ completely, we only need to assign
either 0 or 1 to at most r2 variables in C.
We define a restriction \ as follows. Initially let \(x)= V
for all x. Until C W\ is completely determined under the
condition Cp W\0, recursively take a 71(r)-circuit C$, an
OR of ANDs, attached to an AND gate at level 2 of C which
is not determined yet, and force C$ W\ to be 1 with keeping
Cp W\0. Note that C$ W\ can be completely determined by
assigning at most r variables in C$. Take a minimal \ such
that \ is consistent with the restriction defined before,
C$ W\#1, and Cp W\0. If there is no \ such that C$ W\
#1 and Cp W\0, then force C$ W\#0 with Cp W\0 by
assigning at most r variables in C$.
After r steps, C W\ can be completely determined. Since
Cs W\ is also completely determined by our assumption, we
have r2n } 2n. This is a contradiction since r> 148 } 2
n3.
For the induction step, k3, let C be a 2k(r)-circuit and
assume that C computes a u2nk function. Let q=2
&n3 and
let B=[Bj], where Bj is the set of variables of the bottom
gate Hj of a U 2
n
k circuit which represents the given u
2n
k
function. Note that we have 3r(24qr)r1 since r> 148 } 2
n3.
We apply a random restriction \ to C and U 2nk . Lemmas 5.5
and 5.6 ensure that there exists a restriction \$ that C W\$ is
equivalent to a 2k&1(r)-circuit, and it computes a u2
n
k&1
function. This is absurd by the induction hypothesis.
Proof of Lemma 3.6. Fix k2. Let M1 , ... be an enume-
ration of 2 pk oracle machines. Fix i. Let _: 7*  [0, 1] be a
finite condition. We need to show that there is a { extending
_ such that, for all A extending {, Lk(A){L(M Ai ).
Take a U 2nk circuit C which computes set Lk(A) & 7
n. Let
[CMi, x | x # 7*] be the family of 2k(q( |x| ))-circuits that
arise from Lemma 2.4.
Pick n large enough such that all the domain of a
_7<n, and we can apply Lemma 5.7 to CMi, 1n . Pick a
setting of the strings of length 2n of A in the oracle such that
CMi, 1n W\A  C W\A . If we let { be _ extended by setting the
strings of length 2n in this manner, then we will have the
required condition.
6. DISCUSSION
We have proven that, relative to a generic oracle G,
U2 pk(G) & 6
p
k(G) is different from 2
p
k(G) for every k2. In
fact, our techniques show that there exists a tally set in
U2 pk(G) & 6
p
k(G)&2
p
k(G). Unanswered in this paper is,
however, whether there exists a language in U2 pk(G) &
co-U2 pk(G) but not in 2
p
k(G) for generic G for any k2.
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